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Recent News… 

‘Here We Go Again’- Glamour Pill! issue #2!  

To all of you reading this right now, YOU ROCK! Thanks for 

staying with us and we hope that you’ll still be around for 

the awesome stuff that’s coming up next month. If you’re 

new, welcome and thanks for checking out the magazine.  

Here’s all the latest…… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check out this awesome Aerosmith book. It’s got the 

complete history of the band plus a bunch of amazing 

pictures from all the ‘smith eras. It would make an awesome 

Christmas gift for any rock n roller….you can purchase it 

here for £8.99 GBP www.theworks.co.uk 

Poison front man Bret Michaels has been hospitalized much 

to the concern of fans.  Long time friend and guitarist Pete 

Evick reported via Facebook that he had undergone surgery 

on his kidneys and been hospitalized 6 times in 2 weeks. It 

was reported on ABC News that problems surfaced when 

Michaels had to stop a live show three songs in due to the 

effects of low blood sugar. Bret has been open about his  

 

 

heath issues as he has previously undergone treatment for a hole in his heart. Pete Evick thanked fans for their 

concern and lasting support on behalf of Bret and they remain supportive as they await some positive news.  

New Glam super group Devil City Angels have 

released their first single ‘All my people’. Formed in 

June 2014 and with plans to tour, the group consists 

of Rikki Rockett of Poison, Eric Brittingham of 

Cinderella, Tracii Guns of L.A. Guns and Brandon 

Gibbs of The Gibbs Brothers. Their new single is a 

good old fashioned Blues Rock track with deep  

grooving guitar hooks and funky backbeats.  Super group guitarist Tracii Guns commented "It's basic. It's 

simple. We might groove out a little more on some things and we might have a ballad or two. But other than 

that, we're going to keep it pretty straightforward 1977 rock”. The group have been so far well received by 

rock fans who are digging the new bands bluesy Rock n Roll sound reminiscent of the 70’s Rock era.  

Glam Metal Wildman Sebastian Bach recently added a little Rock n Roll to the NBA recently as he performed 

‘I Remember You’ and ‘Youth Gone Wild’ half time at the Pistons game. He was joined by a crew of cheer 

leaders who provided an energetic choreography to the latter 80’s hit. Metal Sludge criticized his 

performance calling ‘Karaoke’ due to him singing with a back ing track. Whilst this is undoubtedly an un-Metal 

move, Bach seemed vocally on form and delivered an energetic and entertaining performance as usual.  



Glam on the Net. 

Glammy Tweets, Hair-larious edits and 

Rock n Roll Ridiculousness this month on 

the web!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These guys on the left are ‘Nobody’s Fool’! Just 

because they wear lipstick and high heels, those 

Glam Metal boys will kick your ass if you give 

them any Bulls***. This hilarious edit was found 

on funnyjunk.com  
Hey! 

creatememe.chucklesnetwork.com, we 

at Glamour Pill! wanna 

know…..WHATS YOUR POINT?! 

Just because you rock out to Warrant, 

doesn’t make you any less Metal. 

They’ve got some real head bangers 

like ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’, ‘Cherry 

Pie’, not to mention the entire ‘Dog 

Eat Dog’ album. Take it easy on the 

Glam bashing or we’ll send our four 

Aqua Net thugs on the left after you! 
 

Tracii Guns fan page @TraciiGunsEU tweeted this awesome 

picture of Tracii rockin it up on stage, giving it his all! This pic 

truly does capture the real Rock n Roll essence!  

           Glam on twitter! 

        Glam on YouTube! 

Check out MetalJesusRocks on YouTube! Here 

he is in his ‘80’ Hair Metal Bands’ review in 

which he goes through the best Hair Metal 

records of the decade with his wife Rebecca. Not 

only are they a super cute couple- their music 

taste rocks!     



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Internet Style Queen: Azzy Poizon! 

Meet 21 year old Asberry Quinones from Ohio USA, 

also known as totally Glam Rock internet personality 

Azzy Poizon! She’s a totally creative Rock n Roll 

YouTuber, blogger and artist who defiantly knows a 

thing about fashion. She’s got the Nikki Sixx hair teeze 

perfected with her rocking rainbow do and is always 

dressed to the nines, often in awesome Crashdïet merch. 

She blogs about everything from fashion to music and 

often shows off her amazing artwork too. She also has an 

eclectic YouTube channel with everything from vlogs 

and bass guitar covers, to fashion tutorials and 

interpretive dance. What else is there to say? Well, she 

tells us in her random but hilarious YouTube video ‘a 

bunch of things about me in less than 3 minutes’ that 

she’s 4”10, works at Chipotle, is half Puerto Rican but 

can’t speak Spanish and has a “resting bitch face” which 

is “nothing personal” by the way! Here’s what the style 

queen had to say about, fashion, Rock n Roll and Glam:    

Who are your 80’s style icons? 

I love the styles of Mötley Crüe, Poison, W.A.S.P, Tom 

Keifer and L.A. Guns. 

 

 

  

“I’ve been told that I have ‘resting bitch face’- 

it’s nothing personal!” 

One of Azzys gorgeous 

paintings titled ‘Bailiamour’  

What are your main go 

to points for sleazy 

accessorizing? 

My main points are belts, 

scarves, and animal print. 

What are the signature 

aspects of your look?  

My signatures are big 

hair, bandannas and 

cheater print. I’m always 

wearing one of the three.  

 

How long have you been dressing in this 80’s inspired 

fashion? 

My style has always been a little 80's inspired, but a 

couple years ago is when I really started to polish and 

perfect it. 

How and when did you discover the Hair Metal genre 

and scene? 

I grew up in a sheltered Christian family, so I didn’t get 

to hear much of anything cool until I got a walkman 

when I was 12. I got to hear a lot of Poison and Crüe, and 

I was obsessed before I knew how cool they looked. My 

best friend's mom was a huge Hair Metal fan, so I learned 

a lot from her. She even convinced my mom to let me see 

Mötley Crüe on a school night when I was in middle 

school. That night solidified my love for all things 80's 

rock. But my mom also told me   

“I used to sing what I call ‘You 

Give Love a Band-aid!’” 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

as a toddler, so I guess I’ve been rockin' since the cradle! 

Who are your favourite bands? 

My favourite 80's Hair Metal bands are Mötley Crüe and 

Cinderella. A couple years ago I discovered the modern 

Sleaze scene and fell completely head over heels for 

Crashdïet. 

What is the most vital aspect of looking like a Glam 

Metal star? 

To quote Dave Lepard "the main thing is the f***  

attitude! If ya ‘aint got it and don’t think you’re the 

coolest walkin’ creature on earth how would you then 

persuade people to dig your wikked act of art?" 

What does your style say about you? 

My style reads "DILLIGAF"(Does It Look like I Give a 

F***) according to others, but I’m never told it’s a bad 

thing. I’ve even had strangers approach me and tell me I 

"look like a rock star" or that I look "straight out of the 

80's" and for me, there’s nothing more flattering. :) 

As an internet personality on YouTube, Facebook, 

Twitter and many other online mediums, what 

message do you want to put out there? 

As an internet personality, I just encourage people to be 

themselves and to be who they want to be. I want to start 

a band and be a rock star, but since I can't, looking like 

one is the next best thing until then. I think everyone is 

entitled to get their own head start on their dreams, and if 

I can inspire people to do that, I’d be honoured. Plus, the 

internet opens a new world for me. I don’t know anyone 

offline that really loves Sleaze and Glam Metal the way I 

do, but I can always find people online who are just as 

passionate about hairspray and falsettos as I am, and it’s 

a great thing! 

Apart from fashion, what other creative outlets do 

you love? 

Besides fashion, I’m also a little-known artist called 

Yrrebsa. I do abstract paintings and portraits mainly. I 

also write poetry, stories, lyrics and songs. I grew up in 

theatre and dance, so I still do a little of that. I practice 

singing and electric bass everyday as well, just in case I 

find people dedicated enough to start a band with...when 

I find them, I’ll be ready to go! I’m also an amateur 

model. 

What advice would you give to someone who wants to 

start dressing in a Glam Metal fashion? 

The best advice I can give to anyone who wants to start 

dressing in a Glam Metal fashion is to wear your 

influences on your sleeve and do it with confidence. I felt 

that I truly started to master my style when people started 

comparing what I looked like to my favourite singers. 

You’ve got to stand out, own it and be proud of it. When 

you walk down the street, you want people to hear your 

favourite song playing behind you. Even if you're shy, 

just let your look talk for you and  

“most importantly, feel bad-ass 

and fabulous.”  

That’s what the look's all about! 

 

 

 

 

Twitter @Yrrebsa 

Facebook.com/Yrrebsa 

YouTube-AzzyPoizon™ (AQ47x) 

Get to know the awesome Azzy 

Poizon a little better on: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hair Metal Radio- The Best of the Best on the net! 

The Best Online Destinations for Pop Metal on FM!  

In the far corners of the internet Glam Metal is alive a kickin’ and at the 

heart of this revolutionary small scale musical revival are the online radio 

shows and stations that directly transmit the decade of decadences most 

rocking and memorable head bangers and ballads alike, as well as 

showcasing the up and coming youngsters of sleaze who are keeping it 

alive. Here are the best destinations to get your Hair Metal radio fix!  

Here’s what Psycho K had to say about his rockin’ radio show: 

“The show is called Psychotic Reaction Radio, airing every Saturday night 

at 7:30est/4:30pst only on www.cultradioagogo.com. It’s 90 minutes of 

Glam/Sleaze Metal from the 80's thru to the present, hosted by me, K...The 

self Proclaimed Rock n Roll Sleaze King!  

I often have guests on the show as well. I've done interviews with Bobbie 

Brown, Kristy Majors of Pretty Boy Floyd, and an all female Mötley Crüe 

tribute band called ‘Girls, Girls, Girls’ to name just a few!   

Through the years I've sang and played rhythm guitar for about 5 or 6 bands 

ranging from Glam bands to Punk bands to even an outlaw Country band, 

ha! I stick to pretty much DJing music now. 

As for common bands played, I play them all, haha, Cinderella, Poison, 

Mötley Crüe, Crashdïet ,Vains of Jenna, Crazy Lixx, Twisted Sister, all the 

well known bands of the genre. I also like to play up and coming bands 

trying to make it as well as bands from the past that never made it past a 

demo. This is the music I grew up on. I was in High school in the 80's when 

the Sunset Strip Metal scene hit. So all the bands I play were the bands I 

listened to and still do! 

What makes my show different is its completely uncensored and it’s a 

party! I like to call it the soundtrack to your Saturday Night Party! I'm 

having a great time while making the show and I want all the listeners to 

forget their problems for a bit and party with me with some great Rock n 

Roll!!!” 

Psychotic Reaction Radio!  

Presented by Psycho K! 

Catch Psychotic Reaction Radio! on 

www.cultradioagogo.com @7:30 EST/ 

4:40PST every week for 90 minutes of hard 

and heavy Sleaze, Glam and Hair Metal!  

Facebook: 

PsychoticReactionRadio 

Twitter 

@PsychoK7734 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catch Hair Metal Mansion online for a 

two 2 hour wild ride back to the 80’s 

each week! Go to the Hair Metal 

Mansion website to view all the stations 

that air the show 

http://hairbangersradio.ning.com/page/

affiliates.  

Facebook: 

Hair Metal Mansion 

Twitter 

@HMMofficial  

Here’s what Andrew the Axeman had to say about his on the air 

Rock n Roll show: 

“What makes my show unique is imagination and creativity. I don't JUST 
play the big hits, I don't JUST play the obscure, I don't JUST play the old 
stuff, I don't JUST play the new stuff. Each week, I like to think I put a lot 
of thought and imagination into the playlist; I play a mix of all of the 
above. And I don't just play what you would call the "Hair Metal" stuff, as 
I throw in some of the heavier stuff from that era too. I want the Hair 
Metal Mansion Radio Show to appeal to any kind of Rock fan out there, a 
little something in there for everyone you could say.  
 
Each week the show will be a combo of your 80's favourites, as well as 
the new releases that are keeping Rock alive today; from both veteran and 
up and coming artists. All this coming from a host who was born too late, 
how many other 80s Rock/Hair Metal shows out there do you know of 
that are hosted by someone my age?  
 
I have done my homework and so many people are surprised of my 
knowledge of the genre, for someone who didn't live it - well, I am just 
doing my best to make up for it now! While other shows, DJs and stations 
come and go, my passion and drive keep me going and I don't foresee 
myself ever stopping. Putting a radio show together, the initial pre-work 
with the playlist, ideas for segments, talking with artists, talking with 
labels, getting requests from listeners, and then the recording, producing, 
promoting, etc, I enjoy every part of it - it has all become a labour of love 
for me and I couldn't be more grateful for all those out there who continue 

to support it, and a special shout out/thank you to my girlfriend Lisa who 
lets me do what I do, supports me all the way and is my biggest fan.”   
 

Check out Andrews’s full interview about 

the awesome Hair Metal Mansion website 

and radio show on page 24! 

 

Hair Metal Mansion  

Presented by Andrew the 

Axeman! 

Heres what Mark had to say about his super rocking radio show: 

“The Hard Rocking Trivia Show is part talk show, game show, and music 

show focusing on 70's & 80's Hard Rock, Melodic Hard Rock, Glam 

Rock, Classic Heavy Metal, and Hair Metal music. The show features 

various segments such as trivia questions, guessing the cover song, 

guessing the song just based on the lyrics, and discussing the top 3/bottom 

3 songs on an album or group of albums. The show can be heard on 

Hardrockin80s.com, Spreaker.com, and is coming to iTunes.com in the 

near future.  The show is hosted by two long time friends who are now on 

separate coasts.  Mark is in Southern California and Danny is in Northern 

Delaware.  Fans of the show can also follow the show on Twitter and they 

can also send in questions to try and stump the hosts with trivia questions 

during our ‘Rapid Fire’ segment.   Finally, fans of the show can follow 

and listen to past episodes at Spreaker.com.” 

Hard Rocking Trivia Show 

Presented by Mark and Danny! 

Catch The Hard Rocking Trivia show 

on all the websites Mark mentioned and 

keep up to date on:  

Twitter 

@ResedaCC 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Athena Kottak! Exclusive Interview! 

Athena talks Ex Wives of Rock, Femme Fatale and Drama Queen Rock Star Boys! 

Not only is Athena the well known reality TV 

personality on Canadian TV show ‘Ex Wives of 

Rock’, she’s also the driving rhythm machine 

behind the newly revived female rock explosion 

of a band Femme Fatale, rocking out with The 

Iron Maidens and Alice Cooper guitarist Nita 

Strauss and original lead vocalist Lorraine Lewis. 

Away from the TV Screen and stage she’s a 

dedicated mom of three to daughter Tobi, and 

sons Miles and Matty. Her recent pursuit, a 

scented Candle business, which she started 

because of her “love for scents & how they make 

you feel” check it out at www.athenakottak.com. 

With season 3 of Ex Wives of Rock currently 

airing, fans get to see her quirky and crazy side 

which we all remember from the first two seasons 

as well as all the drama that comes along with 

being Athena! Here’s what she had to say: 

With you, your brother Tommy Lee and your 

son Miles, all being mad about the drum kit 

how did this passion for drumming first enter 

the Bass/Kottak family, and have you learned 

any techniques from them or have you 

alternatively shown miles and Tommy a thing 

or two about drumming? 

“I started on my brother's drums but he never 

taught me anything. He was never home when I 

played & I wasn't supposed to be playing them 

anyway. ha. My Son Miles is an amazing 

drummer & all on his own. He was in music class 

in school & drum line & played constantly. He 

loves it & it shows! His band Bad Suns is doing 

amazing & touring non-stop.” 

Throughout the first two seasons of Ex Wives 

of Rock, it was great to watch your amazing 

relationship with your kids especially your 

hilarious friendship with your daughter Tobi. 

Is there anything you want to teach them 

about life that you maybe had to learn the 

hard way? 

“I just want them happy & healthy. I want them 

to pay attention to what makes them happy & just 

go for it! (which they are doing now) I always 

thought things I wanted to do were out of reach. 

But looking back they weren't, I just convinced 

myself of that & never even bothered to try. I'm 

here for them. Whatever it is they want or need. 

It's all about being happy. If you're happy in what 

you do you are automatically successful.” 

In season two we saw your rockin’ 

performance with Femme Fatale on the 

Monsters of Rock Cruise. What bands did you 

hang out with on the cruise and whose set 

were you most excited to see during your time 

on the cruise? 

“The cruise was AWESOME!!!! I had never 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

been on a cruise before so I was just excited to 

be there. I was looking forward to seeing & 

hanging out with everyone!” 

With the current Femme Fatale line up 

being all female, is it difficult being with so 

many girls all at once or is there anything 

you prefer about an all female band as 

oppose to bands you’ve shared with guys in 

the past ? 

“LOL, this is a good one. I've been in bands 

with all girls & bands with all guys & in all 

honesty....guys are WAY more dramatic!  I 

love being in Femme Fatale. It really IS all fun, 

all the time.” 

How does your friendship with your band 

mates compare to your friendship with your 

Ex Wives of Rock cast mates? 

“The difference in my relationships with the 

girls in the band and the show is only different 

in that I've known the girls on the show much 

longer. Other than that I feel like I've known 

them just as long. They're very easy to like & 

be with. We just have fun in different ways.” 

Who was ‘That Band’ for you, that made 

you realize Rock n Roll was the way to go? 

“Van Halen......... all the way!” 

Awesome Athena!  

Thanks x 

____________________________ 

Go check out Athena’s Scented 

Candle line at 

www.athenakottak.com …..ideal for 

a rocking Christmas gift!    

Follow @AthenaKottak and 

@ExWivesofRock on Twitter for all 

the latest! 

______________________________ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heaviest Hair Hits! 
Some may find it difficult to remember but Hair Metal wasn’t all acoustic ballads and wimpy half 

ass Pop tunes. The 80’s Hair Metal scene brought us some real head bangers during its crazy 

superfast ride. Before its demise to the early 90’s unplugged trend  pushed by music executives, 

marketing acoustic love songs as Metal, the strip was a pulsating entity which was a vibrant 

destination for hard and heavy Melodic Metal. Here are 10 of the decades Heaviest Hair Hits!   

#10 Poison- Look What the Cat Dragged in 

(1986) 

Controversial but conceivable; although to many outside of the Hair 

Metal appreciation club, Poison represent anything but heavy, ‘Look 

what the Cat dragged in’ from the album of the same name oozes 

attitude and sleaze. With down and dirty distortion and Bret’s tongue in 

cheek vocal style, Poisons ‘Look What the cat Dragged in’ makes the list 
for amplified attitude and in your face Rock n Roll!     

#9 Bang Tango- Someone Like You (1989) 

Unlike Adele’s piano ballad of the same name that many of us are familiar 

with, Glam/ Funk fusion band Bang Tango released this hard hitting Funk 

jam way before her in 1989. The heavy guitar and funky groves blend 

perfectly and in 1989 showed ‘Someone Like you’ to be a unique and 

original track in a time when Glam Metal power had been tamed and 

unplugged.  The song cleverly creates contrast with low down, heavy 

verses and insane musical explosions at each chorus. Complete with a 

piercing high pitch guitar riff, low rumbling bass l ines and the insane vocal 

range of Joe Lesté, this track deserves its place on the list. 

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential  Riff Ripping  

             65%                                   99%                                        60%                                                49% 

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential   Riff Ripping  

             70%                                   60%                                        92%                                                 74% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#8 Quiet Riot- Metal Health (1983) 

The title of the track alone lets us know that we’re in for a heavy and 

head bangin’ time. With the heavy guitar riff and solid back beat 

hitting straight away, lead singer Kevin DuBrow lets us know what’s up 

with that insane beginning scream that leads into the down and dirty 

anthem that shows itself to be heavy in all  definitions of the word. 

Hard hitting guitar l ines, soaring vocals, pulsing beats a nd booming 

bass: ‘Metal Health’ ticks all  the boxes for an intense and Heavy Hair 
Hit. 

#7 Van Halen- Unchained (1981) 

The sheer intensity of those opening power chords laid down by Eddie 

hits you like a hammer with its mind blowing distortion. Whilst it is 

undoubtedly a Pop hit, its heaviness is enough to impact you from 

miles away as the booming guitar l ines and insane vocal delivery from 

David Lee Roth both come alive through the speakers: A perfect 

balance between heavy and melodic.  

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential   Riff Ripping  

             71%                                   84%                                        74%                                                  46% 

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential  Riff Ripping   

             89%                                   70%                                        38%                                             91% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#6 Mötley Crüe- Dr Feelgood (1989) 

Another Hard Rock hit from the year 1989 with Mötley Crües ‘Dr  

Feelgood’. The song, written about the bands crazy and decadent days 

at a turning point, puts all  the bands determination and attitude to 

succeed both at sobriety and stardom into the songs core, making it 

loud, heavy and wild. With Mick Mars banging on the open E string 

just before descending into that mad and motley riff, ‘Dr Feelgood’ is 

heavy from its core. With this badass heavy Hair tune, the wildest 

quartet in glam show us that they’re just as awesomely Metal without 

the narcotics. 

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential   Riff Ripping   

             73%                                   68%                                        91%                                                  98% 

#5 KISS- I Love it Loud (1982) 

From the album ‘Creatures of the Night’ widely known in the KISS 

army as the bands heaviest record to date, this 1982 track is heavy, 

kickass and as promised by the title: ‘loud’. With Gene ‘The Demon’ 

Simmons playing a protruding baseline that expl odes through the 

speakers, he takes intensity levels through the roof. The song starts 

off with a very Metal battle cry which leads to the raspy and booming 

Metal vocals lead by Gene throughout the verses. Defiantly a tough 
contender for heaviest Hair track!   

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential  Riff Ripping  

             37%                                   78%                                        60%                                                         34% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#4 Twisted Sister- I Wanna Rock (1984) 

‘I WANNA ROCK’ is the in your face first l ine of the song screeched 

through speakers by frightening Twisted Sister front man Dee Snider. 

This song is an anthem with heavy guitar, heavy vocals, heavy bass, 

heavy everything! It’s enough to make anyone want to get up and 

start a riot. Don’t let the lipstick fool you cause Twisted Sister are as a 

heavy as the rest. With that ripping riff driving through the entire 

song, anchored by blasting bass, booming beats and Dee’s s ignature 

metal yell, ‘I Wanna Rock’ more than deserves its place here on the 
l ist of Heaviest Hair Hits.  

#3 Guns N’ Roses- Welcome to the Jungle (1987) 

Although there will  always be the debate of weather Guns N’ Roses 

are Glam Metal, Hard Rock or none of the above, no one can deny the 

heaviness and awesomeness of this next track. ‘Welcome to the 

Jungle’ from the anarchistic debut album of Guns N’ Roses ‘Appetite 

for Destruction’ is a team effort in hard n heavy Rock n Roll. Slash’s 

driving guitar riff fits perfectly with the sol id rhythm section cemented 

down by Izzy, Duff and Steven. Axl’s insane vocals take it to the top 

however, as he mercilessly welcomes you to the jungle with his 

screeching vocal range.   

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential   Riff Ripping  

             82%                                   99%                                        96%                                                  73% 

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential  Riff Ripping  

             79%                                   94%                                        85%                                                 98% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#2 W.A.S.P- Animal (F*** Like a Beast) (1984) 

This rebellious Metal anthem, not only made it straight on the list of 

Heaviest Hair Hits, but also straight on the Filthy Fifteen: the anti 

music chart complied by the PMRC (Parent Music Rescores Centre) 

naming and shaming the most morally corrupt chart hits that were 

‘corrupting Americas youth’ back in ‘85. It’s a down and dirty Metal 

track with distortion driving the guitar, deep drum beats and 

terrifyingly heavy vocals provided by Heavy Metal beast: Blackie 

Lawless. It’s heavy, it’s hard and it’s here to stay. Take that PMRC!  

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential   Riff Ripping   

             92%                                   100%                                        89%                                                 52% 

#1 Skid Row- Slave to the Grind (1991) 

1991’s ‘Slave to the Grind’ has been said to be so heavy that it verges 

on Thrash Metal. From the album of the same name, Skid Row had 

moved with the times, taking a leaf outta the grunge book by 

roughing up the edges of their sound. This song is heavy n hard all  the 

way the through with low guitar distortion and banging bass along 

with Sebastian’s extreme vocals hitting all  the high notes as well as 

getting a l ittle deeper for that heavier sound that makes us head bang 
to the max.  

Guitar Intensity   Attitude    Head Banging Potential  Riff Ripping   

             100%                                   99%                                        100%                                          52% 

Do you agree with our top 10? Let us know @GlamourPill, Facebook- Glamour Pill 

Magazine or email- glamourpillmagazine@gmail.com and get your comments on the 

‘Readers Rock’ page! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sleazy 2014! 
Check out this month’s ‘All New Generation’ (TUFF reference there just in case 

you didn’t catch that haha). They’re out on the road and in the studio stirring up 

their own brand of modern and sleazy decadence through loud guitars, insane 

vocals and dirty driving rhythms.    

 Wings of Pegasus 

“We're basically a hard rock band from Maidenhead in Berkshire. We 

write/record/produce/release all of our music ourselves so we're currently 

in control of everything we do. We've been going for about 5 years now 

and have gigged in and around London for most of those. In the last 6 

months we've gone from 540 followers on Twitter to almost 35,000 so 

the word is getting out there! We've had album orders from all around 

the world and had airplay in Spain, Canada, UK and USA. I personally 

look after every element of the band at the moment. As we're unsigned, 

it's quite hard work but anything worth having is worth working for!”- 

We spoke to lead singer, Fil Henley 

What is the one thing you represent as a band? As a band we 

represent persistence, never giving up and keeping faith in your music. I 

think if you enjoy the music you create that's all that matters, sure you 

want other people to like it too, but never change or try to be who you're 

not. 

Many rockers see X Factor as the kiss of death for any artist looking 

to make it in the Rock world (in 2013 lead singer Fil made it to the 

second round of X Factor UK auditions). Why did you enter X 

Factor and what were you hoping to get out of it? I entered the X 

Factor to make a YouTube video of me walking out of an audition, as I 

didn't believe in the show as being musically credible. After walking out 

of the first producer audition, they put me through to the next audition. I 

walked out of the next one... and the one after that. I now found myself 

at the TV stages. At this point I thought 'no publicity is bad publicity' and 

as I wasn't affiliated with 'Wings of Pegasus' I thought I'd see if I could 

to get my face on the TV. I had no idea until it was televised that they 

would spend so much time on me on the first weekend. Most of the 

rockers I've spoken to after the X Factor 'got it' as a bit of a piss take 

especially after they've seen my videos or heard our album. After all is 

said and done, it has opened up doors that would have remained closed, 

which is sad but true in today’s music industry. Fortunately Wings of 

Pegasus' success has been in the last 6 months, which is awesome as it's 

starting to take off for the right reasons. 

 

What is the bands biggest musical influence?  

Influences are predominantly 80's bands such as Bon Jovi, Whitesnake, 

Def Leppard, Van Halen, Aerosmith, Mr. Mister, Lynch Mob etc etc! I 

think listening to all sorts of music and musical styles helps to create 

diversity in writing so I'll listen to pretty much anything. If it rocks then 

great but if it has a hook or a killer chorus that's just as good! 

Check out Wings of Pegasus’ new album ‘Persistence’ OUT NOW! 

Website: wingsofpegasusband.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/wingsofpegasus  

Twitter: @wingsofpegasus  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3D In Your Face 

 

“3D In Your Face is a Glam Metal/Sleaze Rock band the likes of which you have never seen, well not since 

the 80's at least. 3D In Your Face was born right in the middle of the country in Omaha, Nebraska, USA back 

in 1999.  Celebrating 15 successful years of Rock n Roll excess and debauchery, 3D In Your Face is a 

powerhouse band that plays shows all year long.  From tiny clubs and bars, to street dances, and festivals, all 

the way up to theatres and arenas. 3D In Your Face has left no stone unturned in their quest to spread the 

good word that Rock n Roll is still alive.  Releasing three independent albums, their 4th, ‘Midnight Devils’ 

has been met with overwhelming praise not only from Rock critics but fans all over the world.  3D In Your 

Face is purely and simply an-over-the-top bombastic celebration of theatrical Heavy Metal:  the big hair, the 

makeup, the loud guitars, the lasers, and of course the pyro.”    

How did the idea for 3D in your face come about?  

We get asked this question a lot and I always enjoy telling this story because it's true right to the point.  3D In 

Your Face started in 1999 in Omaha, Nebraska.  If you remember back to 1999 popular music had become 

stale and watered down.  There wasn't any Rock n Roll coming from MTV or radio.  Even live bands had 

become stale.  Nobody was putting on a show.  Nobody was doing justice to the music that we all grew up on 

because in 1999 it wasn't cool.  Our singer and original member Alan ‘Hot Rod’ King saw that there was a 

need for something bigger.  He wanted to create a band that was unabashedly proud of the 80's and do it right.  

The plan was to make everything bigger, louder, and wilder than any band in Omaha at the time.  He had a 

vision and set out to create one of the ultimate Rock n Roll experiences somebody could ever witness.  15 

years later the band is still around and every year we are more successful than the last.  I don't measure 

success from a money stand point; I measure success by the number of shows, the advent of the 3D In Your 

Face Army, this interview with you.  We are just four guys from Nebraska and our album is being played 

around the world.  That is success at the end of the day.   

Much like Steel Panther you incorporate both humour and music. Do you look to them for inspiration 

or do you feel you have something that sets you apart? 

Steal Panther is an amazing band that came around at a time when Heavy Metal, especially Glam Metal was 

sliding to the back burner.  I have to give it to these guys for sticking to their guns and not holding anything 

back.  Behind all the jokes they are an amazingly talented band that paid their dues in the Rock Scene.  You 

have to realize that 3D In Your Face had been doing this kind of thing before Steal Panther broke it wide 

open.  I feel in a lot of ways we are very similar to Steel Panther but there are also a lot of differences.  Where 

they aren't shy about their sexual references, we try and go for more tongue-in-cheek references.  The sleight 

of hand is what makes our lyrics different.  The meanings can be changed and interpreted differently by 

whoever is listening to our songs.  I don't think we ever set out to write a funny song but sometimes the lyrics 

come in and the way the song gets arranged makes the song humorous to a particular listener.  At the end of 

the day we are 4 guys that never wanted to grow up and get a real job.  If you can imagine travelling across 

the country with your 3 best friends then you get where we are coming from.  We are constantly laughing and 

joking around because honestly we love what we do. 

What do you make of Glam Metals come back, and which band do you see as the front runners of 

modern Sleaze?   

 I am so blown away by the New Wave of Glam Metal and I have made it a point to search out new modern 

Glam Bands that are taking this music into the future.  Granted we all draw influences from the same guys, 

whether it be KISS, Alice Cooper, or The New York Dolls, there really is no reason to recreate the past.  We 

are all artists and it's our job to create and explore our art form.  Glam Metal went underground in the 90's and 

it wasn't socially acceptable to look like you where a part of the 80's.  Now it is the complete opposite.  

People love to see guys with long hair and makeup. It's proof that we are living our dream everyday out there 

on the streets and if somebody doesn't like it , who cares.  The thing that I am most proud of is that we are 

becoming more and more like a family.  We are creating a musical scene that isn't just local but it's 

worldwide.  We can now connect with people across the planet that are into the same bands that we are.  We 

can share music and experiences with complete strangers all because we are united under the same flag.  The 

bands that are doing it right now are bands like Crashdïet, Sister, and Hardcore Superstar.  These guys are the 

new school but there are still some old school dudes putting out killer albums.  Bands like KIX, Judas Priest, 

and Faster Pussycat.  Websites like sleazeroxx.com and metalsludge.com have helped pave the way for 

legions of fans and bands to unite.  

Website: www.3dinyourface.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/3dinyourfaceband 

Twitter: @3Dinyourface1 

http://sleazeroxx.com/
http://metalsludge.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sestric 

“I am focused on being a creative music artist, and I am enjoying the process of exposing more 

people to my music. I think that’s a never ending task. I’ve always been a fan of 80s music, but I 

feel many of the bands that inspired me from that period are bands that transcended the decade. 

Guns n’ Roses will always be my number one.  The 80s records from Ozzy Osbourne, David Lee 

Roth era Van Halen, Mötley Crüe, and AC/DC definitely impacted my musical style. I see a lot of 

bands take their influences and copy them almost exactly, from guitar tone to lyric content and 

fashion. I think part of what makes my music stand out is that even though people can hear my 

influences, I am still able to create an identifiable sound that is uniquely my own.”  

Roxin' Palace 

“Roxin' Palace is a Sleaze Rock band from Italy, active from 2012. They've released their 

debut album in 2013, and they're currently working on their second album. Their live 

experience includes Metaldays 2014 in Tolmin, gigs with Jettblack, Phantom X, Eagleheart, 

Overtures, Salamandra and many others.” 

What kind of music scenes do your fans come from, are they all typical Glam rockers or 

is there a variety? I think there's a variety in our fans as there is in our music. Typical Glam 

rockers may appreciate some of our most melodic tunes (‘Tears On The Road’, ‘Wildest 

Party’, ‘We Are Losing Both’), more sleazy rockers will dig some of the heavier ones 

(‘Relaxin'’, ‘Shock 108’, ‘Viper's Advice’, ‘Roxin' Palace’), and so on. We've noticed that 

Metal Heads enjoy our music too! As musicians, we have very different influences and we're 

not afraid to put them all in our songs, creating our own style. 

Are there many Sleaze bands in Italy or are you unique in that respect? Italy is full of 

Glam and Sleaze bands, but none of them are seen by us as competitors. Not because they're 

not good, but because we do not really want to make a comparison between us and the Italian 

music scene. We actually want to think and act as a European band, not as an Italian one. We 

want to compete especially with Scandinavian bands, being as good as they are at English, 

caring about our look and production as much as they do, and playing around Europe with the 

professionalism and attitude as they do. 

What current sleaze band do you see as your biggest competition? So our competitors 

may be Crashdïet Hardcore Superstar, Crazy Lixx, Sister and H.E.A.T, just to name a 

few………Stay tuned for news on upcoming shows and studio recordings! 

Check out their debut album ‘Roxin’ Palace’ OUT NOW! 

FB page: www.facebook.com/roxinpalace 

Website: www.roxinpalace.com 

Twitter: @RoxinPalace 

 

Website: 

chrissestric.wix.com/sestric 

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/

Sestric 

Twitter: @SESTRICmusic 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taylor Budahazy 

“Hi my name is Taylor Budahazy I am a twenty one year old guitarist from Connecticut. I 

began playing guitar when I was sixteen after hearing my first Heavy Metal song which 

was "Wild Child" by W.A.S.P. After that I got my first guitar which was a white Ibanez 

RG and I taught myself how to play my favourite songs by Mötley Crüe, Poison, Ratt 

 Dokken etc. After I got all that down I got into Neo-Classical playing and began mixing 

the style. Since then I have never done anything that did not involve a guitar. I have an EP 

coming out this January which I also recorded and produced myself.  I also wrote the film 

soundtrack to ‘No Man Chooses Evil’ an indie film by Jordan Loomis coming soon” 

Who are your main musical influences? 

My, influences are Jason Becker, Yngwie Malmsteen, Paul Gilbert, Mr. Big, Nitro, 

Dokken, Poison, Ozzy, Vinnie Vincent, Slaughter, Ratt, White Lion, Winger, most 80's 

bands.  

If you could play guitar in any Hair Metal band which would it be? 

If I could play Guitar for any Hair band in the 1980's it would be a tossup between Nitro 

because Michael Angelo Batio was such a major influence on me or Dokken right after 

George Lynch quit because it would be interesting to hear what the fans of Dokken would 

have said. Those are big shoes to fill you know.  

Do you plan to join a band in the future or are you happy playing and recording 

instrumental guitar like Yngwie Malmsteen, Steve Vai and Joe Satriani? 

 In the future I would like to join or start a band. I am in talks with some people at the 

moment they may or may not contribute some vocals to my new EP I'm keeping my 

fingers crossed on it at the moment.  

www.facebook.com/taylor.budahazy 

 

 

 

Thanks to all the artists and bands in this month’s ‘Sleazy 2014’ 

If you’re in a rockin’ Sleaze, Glam or AOR band, send your EPK 

to…….. 

Email: glamourpillmagazine@gmail.  

Website: glamourpillmagazine.wix.com/glamourpillmagazine   

Twitter: @GlamourPill 

Facebook: Glamour Pill Magazine 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Future of Ratt without Stephen Pearcy! 

Who will be singing ‘Round and Round’ and ‘Lay it Down’ now? 

When bands break up it’s never simple, 

not least when the lead singer jumps 

ship. The lead singer without the band 

and the band without the singer leaves 

a huge risk of either party taking a 

huge commercial and financial hit right 

where it hurts. After all who wants to 

see Mick without the Stones, who 

wants to see the Stones without Mick? 

Earlier this year, this Rock n Roll 

tragedy hit Hair Metal rodents Ratt as 

Stephen Pearcy had decided that he’d 

had enough after over 30 years with his 

band mates. The departure was a shock 

to fans but evidently a predictable 

move to his furious bands mates.  

The split was an ugly and contentious 

one with accusations of egotism and 

unprofessionalism. A fuming Bobby 

Blotzer, long time drummer and first of 

the band to comment, went straight to 

radio to vent. He spoke to Eddie Trunk 

and was evidently at a loss with 

Stephen. Blotzer spoke of missed band 

meetings, absent rehearsals and 

unprofessionalism on stage, claiming 

that Stephen would make a habit of 

going overboard with the drink before 

performing. He went on to say  

“Everything he says 

is delusional”  

calling him egotistical, unreliable 

and disrespectful to the fans.      

 

 

Pearcy had seemed more apathetic to 

the split, as he simply said in an 

interview  

“I don’t need to beat 

a dead horse”  

having now moved on to Top Fuel 

Records to begin recording new solo 

material. 

Although it may be the last we see of 

Stephen Pearcy with Ratt, it may not 

be the last we hear. When the once 

united band released their 2010 

‘Infestation’ album, they had agreed to 

a 2 album deal with Roadrunner 

Records. The band are still 

contractually bound to release one 

more album which shouldn’t be a 

problem since Stephen commented 

“I’m committed to this album. I’m just 

no longer committed to my band” 

planning to record the vocals without 

the band with him in the studio. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whilst fulfilling their contractual 

obligation with the record company 

doesn’t seem to present an issue, 

touring for Ratt has been left at a 

standstill. However many fail to 

remember that this is not the first 

time Stephen has walked out on 

Ratt. MetalSuck.net wrote “The 

singer — a founding member of the 

band — first left the group in 

1992… returned in 1996… left 

again in 2000… and returned again 

in 2006. Assuming he sticks to that 

pattern, he should rejoin the band 

yet again in 2022” suggesting a high 

probability that Stephen will soon 

be ‘back for more’. 

For the time being though, no 

comment about a new lead singer 

has been released but there has been 

much speculation.     

Fans questioned whether Ratt would 

re-recruit Stephens previous stand 

in’s, Jizzy Pearl or Robert Mason. 

Kip Winger joked that he would be 

willing to take the gig, auditioning 

for the role on Eddie Trunks radio 

show singing ‘Round and Round’.  

So how will fans react to hearing 

someone new singing the well 

known Ratt hits like, ‘Round and 

Round’, ‘Lack of Communication’ 

and ‘Back for More’? Only time 

will tell. This upcoming year will 

reveal whether the loyalty of the 

fans lies with the solo voice or the 

band. Although this ‘lack of 

communication’ has devastated the 

band for now, a new lead singer 

may not be a bad thing.  

 

 

Although there have been some disaster 

stories, some bands have been able to 

thrive despite missing the original voice 

of the band. Just look at Van Halen and 

Tigertailz- they lost their original 

vocalist to drama within the band but 

bounced right back. Whilst long time 

fans hold out for a change of heart in 

Stephen, the near future remains an 

uncertainty.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stay up to Date with Ratt and 

Stephen Pearcy:  

www.therattpack.com and 

www.stephen-pearcy.com 

Let us know what you think 

@GlamourPill on the Ratt situation 

and get your comments on next 

issues ‘Readers Rock’. 



 

 

 

 

 

Mia Klose! 

‘LIVING FOR LOVE’ 

THE NEW SINGLE OUT ON NOVEMBER 24th 

www.miaklose.com  



Nineteeneightysomething…. 

‘I want my MTV’- 1981 Video Mania hits the strip and Mötley Crüe Mania 

takes over!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1981, MTV caused a media explosion, and 

Hollywood Heavy Metal Horrors Mötley Crüe 

were all dressed up and ready for their close up.  

In 1981, Frank Feranna, known to the Sunset 

Strip as Glam Metal monster Nikki Sixx, had 

already been cutting his teeth in infamous club 

bands London and Sister but this year, was about 

to hit it big with his new band  Mötley Crüe. 

Nikki, along with vicious Metal screamer Vince 

Neil, wild n raucous drummer Tommy Lee, and 

guitar shredding bad boy Mick Mars went into 

the studio to cause a very Rock n Roll riot that 

they titled ‘Too Fast For Love’. 

 It was a hard and heavy cross 

between Punk Rock and 

Heavy Metal with lipstick and 

eyeliner smeared all over it. 

The sonic sound of Mötley Crües explosive 

debut shook the strip. Initially only releasing 900 

copies, the album was soon in high demand, and 

two years later they were ready for MTV as the 

glammed up trouble makers became Americas 

Heavy Metal sweet hearts with the release of 

their first music video ‘Live Wire’, the first track 

from ‘Too Fast For Love’.  

Furthermore, 1981 saw the formation of the band 

Black n Blue, the release of ‘Breaking the 

Chainz’ by Dokken, the ambivalently received 

KISS album ‘Music from the Elder’ and Van 

Halens fourth studio album ‘Fair Warning’- a 

heavy guitar hook filled record, further 

propelling the Hollywood legends into 

stratospheric success.  

MTV launched August 1981 enticing teenagers 

of the era into the new visual music medium. 

The first song to be beamed into living rooms 

through millions of television sets was ‘Video 

Killed the Radio Star’ by the Buggles followed 

by Pat Benetar’s ‘You Better Run’. MTV 

quickly gained the youths support and would in 

the coming years prove to be crucial for both 

existing and upcoming Hair Metal stars.  

Visuals were becoming a crucial element in the 

Music Biz. With MTV’s new video format, the 

Glam Metal stars and MTV (Music Television) 

would become a match made in heaven as MTV 

gave the androgynous Rock Stars of Hollywood 

heavy rotation leading to stardom. 

Simultaneously the Glam Metal stars would 

bring in the big numbers for MTV’S viewer 

ratings and the big dollars for their accounts. It 

was a perfect match as the united force of MTV 

and Glam Metal hit the Global market and made 

a lasting impact.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We Talk to Andrew the Axeman of……. 

HAIR METAL MANSION! 
Here on the internet, the Hair Metal era is thriving thanks 

to many dedicated fans keeping the spirit alive. However 

few are waving the flag higher than Andrew Babcock, 

better known as the Rocking Radio host of the ‘Hair Metal 

Mansion Radio show’ and founder of the Hair Metal 

Mansion website ‘Andrew the Axeman’. This Hair Metal 

super fan took matters into his own hands when he 

decided that Hair Metal fans from around the world 

needed a place to connect; Hair Metal Mansion was born. 

Not only is it a place to find out all the latest news and 

gossip happening in the Hair Metal realm, it also functions 

as a social network allowing fans of the era to create a 

profile and add other users friends who share the same 

interests. Andrew also hosts the Hair Metal Mansion 

Radio Show (check out page 12) where he plays all the 

classics as well as some newbie Glam bands and often 

interviews the rockers themselves on the show. 

Here’s what Andrew had to say about his website, his 

radio show and his love for the music from the most 

decadent decade: 

In your own words what is Hair Metal Mansion and why 

is it ideal for Hair Metal fans? 

Hair Metal Mansion is a one-stop shop, so to speak, for 

fans who still live and breathe that genre of music. Not 

only can you go there for the most up to date news, 

interviews, and exclusive content from our staff, as well as 

info on the radio show but it is also a community for 

everyone as well. Think of it as the Facebook for Hard 

Rock and Metal fans. You can sign up for your own free 

account, 

design your own page and put what you want on 

there, while finding other fans and adding them as 

friends. Rockers from all over the world have signed 

up and I am not talking about just fans, we are 

proud to be able to call some of our favourite artists 

on there as official members of the Mansion as well. 

Where did the idea for Hair Metal Mansion come 

from and how did you go about making the idea a 

reality? 

Being born in 1989, I missed out on the whole scene 

the first time around when it was the "popular" 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

or in-thing in mainstream media. So being a fan of that 

music growing up I automatically distanced myself from 

most everyone else. Or so I felt like it did. No one in my 

high school liked it; there wasn't anyone that I could go to 

really talk about it as a fan. So I thought, hell, I know there 

are still other people out there who are true rockers. I will 

create a place where other fans will come to ME. I wanted 

to create a place where fans from all over could go to find 

others who loved the music as much as they did. 

Thankfully, we live in the days of the internet, so I first 

launched the website in May of 2007 and the rest is 

history.   

How did you get into Hair Metal and what is it about the 

genre that you love and favour over other genres? 

Well, as I mentioned before, no one that I went to school 

with was really a die-hard rocker, aside from the casual 

stuff and liking the odd classic rock band here and there. I 

actually did take journalism for a couple of years in high 

school, a class where we would create the school paper, 

and the teacher was cool enough to let me write about 

what I wanted - of course I wrote about music. On top of 

that, my parents were definitely NOT rockers (especially 

my dad who was big into Country music), so the obvious 

way of how someone of my age would get into it kinda 

goes out the window there huh? The odds were stacked 

against me ever getting into the music like I did. It's a 

miracle! I have been asked this question a lot over the 

years, and find it hard to pin point how it all came to be, it 

just did. I mean, I would hear different things here and 

there - like I remember the older brothers of one of my 

classmates, who gave me a ride to school when I was in 

junior high, would sometimes be cranking it up on the 

radio; for some reason I distinctly remember hearing stuff 

like AC/DC, Guns N Roses, Van Halen and believe it or not 

Damn Yankees ‘Coming of Age’ on those car rides. I 

remember liking what I heard, wondering who the hell 

they were, and started really thinking about music for the 

first time in my life. Then one day I finally decided to pick 

up a CD for myself, it was AC/DC's ‘Back In Black’ - from 

the very moment I first turned it up, I was HOOKED. After 

that, I looked up, purchased and found out anything and 

everything I could about rock and metal from those days. 

It was in my blood and once that happens, it just stays 

with you forever. To answer the part about why I favour 

"Hair Metal" (or whatever you wanna call it), over other 

genres, I guess the best way to put it would be that it is 

really an ESCAPE. When you turn the music up, you can 

tune out the rest of the crap that is going on in the world 

or even the worries you have going on in your own life at 

the time. 80's style  

the time. 80's style Rock n Roll just makes you feel good.  

Favorite band, album, song and video from the Glam 

Metal era? 

So much great music came from that era, so it has 

become nearly impossible for me to pick a stand-alone 

favourite. I have grown to love mostly all bands from that 

era, from the big names like Ratt, Motley, Cinderella, 

Great White, Dokken,to the lesser known, underrated acts 

such as; Y&T, Kix, Wildside, XYZ, Femme Fatale - the list 

could really go on and on. As far as my favourite video 

from that time, the one that always come to mind is Ratt's 

‘Round and Round’ - when Warren DeMartini falls 

through the ceiling onto the table where Milton Berle is 

sitting, and breaks into the guitar solo, is just classic. 

Clockwise from the top: Warren DeMartini guitar solo from 

Ratt’s ‘Round and Round video’, KIX and Cinderella. 

What would have to be your top 3 Hair Metal interviews 

that you've done for website or radio show and what 

was special about them? 

This is the part of the job that I still have to pinch myself 

about at times, getting to talk with your Rock heroes? It 

doesn't get any better than that. I've been lucky enough 

to talk with quite a few of them so far, if I had to pick a 

top 3 - I would have to go with Cinderella guitarist Jeff 

LaBar - being that Cinderella has always been one of my  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

favourite and one of those cornerstone bands for me, this 

one in particular was special for me. After that - 

Queensryche guitarist Michael Wilton was another big 

one and then also have to put Ron Keel in there as well - I 

am honoured to say he is not only an artist whose music I 

love, he has become a good friend and radio colleague as 

well, so it was great to finally get him on the show to talk 

about his career and the radio end of things too, as he 

hosts his own show The Streets of Rock & Roll now as 

well. I know you said 3, but also have to mention guitarist 

Stacey Blades (ex-LA Guns/Let It Rawk), it was cool to 

have him on for the 400th show celebration. 

Who have you not interviewed yet that you would like 

to? 

Wow, now THAT is a loaded question! So many come to 

mind, just to give a few off the top of my head; George 

Lynch, Juan Croucier, Vince Neil, Mick Mars, Dee Snider, 

Alice Cooper, Jake E Lee, Ozzy - still so much to do and so 

much to look forward to in radio! 

Since this month Glamour Pill! is covering the departure 

of Stephen Peacry from Ratt and the future of the band 

(check out page 20)- what is your take in the situation? 
Well, being on the oustide looking in like most of us are, I 

cannot speak about what goes on behind closed doors. 

But it is obvious that at least 2 of the guys just can only 

co-exist for a short period of time. Of course I am 

referring to Pearcy and Blotzer. They have broken up and 

gotten back together so many times over the years, it's 

not even funny. But the good thing about that is, they will 

get back together again at some point. I can only speak 

about what I have seen, and that's what I'm going to do. 

Quick story; my girlfriend Lisa and I got to see Ratt live for 

the first time back in August of 2013, right before they 

broke up again, so we were lucky. We got the VIP 

treatment thanks to Juan and his wife - everyone stuck 

around backstage except for one, and that was Blotzer. As 

we were all waiting in line, Blotzer just quickly walked by 

and left - that was that. Everyone else in the band, 

including Pearcy, stuck around to talk and take photos. 

That says everything to me right there. Taking out a little 

time like that for the fans goes along way. 

From the website and the radio show getting so much 

recognition there must have been a bunch of great 

opportunities and invitations to various events that 

came with it. What have been the most memorable? 

Oh yes, there have been and I couldn't be more grateful 

for all of it that has come my way I am just a fan 

whosupporting 

Andrew with Stephen Pearcy of Ratt 

who is supporting the music he loves, and is lucky enough 

to have a platform to do so. I would have to say the 

biggest opportunity that has come my way so far has been 

being able to make it on the Monsters of Rock Cruise the 

last couple of years. A dream come true for me. It is truly 

an experience like no other for fans and artists alike. This 

past time, we were on the official MOR staff and we got 

to shoot the meet and greet photos for bands like 

Slaughter, Dio Disciples, Tyketto and Firehouse. We will 

be doing it all over again in 2015 as we have been invited 

back to the official Monsters of Rock Cruise staff. Another 

memory that sticks out to me is getting invited by Great 

White to hang out with them before the show and watch 

their performance from the side stage while they 

performed in front of thousands outdoors in Rosa Parks 

Circle in Grand Rapids. And then I have to mention the 

Hair I Go Again crew; Kyle Kruger and Steve McClure for 

asking me to appear in their upcoming documentary. I 

made it over to The Machine Shop in Flint, MI for a Geoff 

Tate solo gig and they interviewed us both backstage 

afterwards. Those were both in 2012. And getting to 

finally see and meet Ratt as I mentioned in the prior 

question, is something I will always remember as well. 

Andrew at the Monsters of Rock Cruise with Ron Keel (Left) and 

John Corabi (Right) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you think that the New Wave of Swedish Glam Metal 

has the potential to make it to the same level of success 

as the original bands did in the 80’s? 

Unfortunately, I do not. As much as I love those bands, 

bands like Crashdïet, Crazy Lixx and Hardcore Superstar, 

etc, no matter what they do, they have no chance at even 

coming close to the level of mainstream success as the 

original bands in the 80's. It is just a totally different world 

now, Rock and Metal is not the popular thing in the 

mainstream media. You could say MTV is basically non-

existent, and Classic Rock radio, for the most part, only 

plays the old stuff, even if an 80s band releases something 

new, they will still only play the same old hits from back in 

the day. On top of that, no one is really selling CD's 

anymore, so if a big-namer from the 80’s has trouble 

selling product, how can an up-and-coming band think 

they have a chance? It is the sad reality, bands these days 

don't have the opportunities that their predecessors had. 

Having said that, I don’t think Rock n Roll is dead at all, it 

is just not ‘mainstream’. I have all the respect in the world 

for those Swedish Glam Metal bands, and band from all 

over for that matter, who are keeping that classic sound 

alive, major props to them because they are clearly doing 

it for the love of it and not the money, because there 

really isn't any to be found. 

What has been the greatest success for Hair Metal 

Mansion to date? 

I think to just see the continued growth and awareness 

about it - we have people from all around the world who 

support the show and I still can't get over that. I am so 

thankful to everyone; the listeners, the stations, the 

artists, the labels, etc. When I started doing Hair Metal 

Mansion, I had no idea it would ever get to the point it is 

at today. Getting recognition from the artists who say 

they are a fan of the show and thank me for keeping the 

music alive, is what it is all about. 

Are there any exiting new developments for the radio 

show, website or otherwise coming up in the near 

future? 

There is always cool and exciting stuff in the works behind 

the scenes! More interviews being lined up more stations 

coming on board, etc, I strive to keep getting bigger and 

better, to learn and improve with each and every show. 

Speaking of more stations coming on board, at the time of 

this interview, I am proud to officially reveal that Keel 

front man & Streets of Rock & Roll host, Ron Keel, is 

launching Ron Keel Radio, a 24/7 streaming Rock and 

Metal station, on January 1st of 2015. He has personally  

asked me to be involved with it, so it is an honour to say 

that the Hair Metal Mansion Radio Show will be airing on 

Ron Keel Radio in 2015. Thanks to everyone at Glamour 

Pill Mag for the interest and support! 

Thank You Andrew, Rock On!  

___________________________ 

 

Check out Hair Metal Mansion at  

hairbangersradio.ning.com and 

make your own profile and 

connect with other Glam Metal 

fans around the world  

Like Hair Metal Mansion on 

Facebook:  

www.facebook.com/hmmofficial 

Follow the mansion on Twitter 

@HMMofficial 

And catch the ‘Hair Metal Mansion 

Radio Show’ every week online 

and go to 

hairbangersradio.ning.com/page/

affiliates to see all the different 

stations and times that you can 

catch the 2 hour Rock n Roll show!   

 

_____________________________ 



Readers Rock! 

Here On ‘Readers Rock’ we’re all about you! 

We’re so happy about the great response that was had to issue #1 and its great see that everyone’s 

still on board for issue #2. As usual there have been some great submissions from you for ‘Readers 

Rock’ and some exiting plans put in place for the upcoming issues. A huge thank you to Athena for 

speaking with Glamour Pill! this month and being so awesome! Don’t forget to check out the new 

series of Ex Wives of Rock on Splice TV as well as Athena’s Scented Candle Line (details on page  9)! 

Thanks to all the bands that appeared in this issues ‘Sleazy 2014’ and thank you to Andrew from Hair 

Metal Mansion. There are many more awesome features to come so stay with us on this wild ride! 

Don’t forget to…. 

 

\M/STAY GLAM! \M/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

@DrFill69 super cool drummer for smashing sleazy ducth 

band Shagging Ponies tweeted us this photo with some of 

his adoring female fans showing us that he has the 

ultimate stud status “@GlamourPill My rocking glam style 

for @Shagging Ponies” keep rocking dude! 

 

Here is some of the awesome stuff that was received @GlamourPill this month… 

@NinjaDrummer_ tweeted us this photo of him 

drumming up a storm with his UK band B Yellow. Keepin’ 

the Rock n Roll spirit alive, awesome job! 

Send your photos comments and links to @GlamourPillMagazine and 

check out the blog on 

glamourpillmagazine.wix.com/glamourpillmagazine 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You wanted the best? You got 

the best! KISS fanatic 

@AndyWhiteman47 again 

with this awesome retro KISS 

pic of Mr. Spaceman Ace 

Frehley. It’s nice to remember 

the good old days when Ace 

and Peter still rocked it in 

KISS. 

@HaleyPromotes sent in some 

of her awesome photography 

of Steel Panther raising hell up 

on the stage with their sleazy 

and glammy ways that we all 

love! Here’s why she’s crazy for 

Steel Panther: “@GlamourPill 

Steel Panther are just a new 

lease on 80s music. Although 

crude, they make their fan base 

of Fanthers feel more like 

family.” Thanks a lot Hayley, 

awesome photos! 

@pampierce44 sent in this scarily 

awesome pic of Nikki Sixx and his son 

Gunner all ready for Halloween: 

“@GlamourPill Thought this was cool for 

Halloween #nikkisixx and #gunner they 

look awesome!!!” 

Also check @pampierce44 

here showing her support 

for Mötley Crüe back in 

high school- the original 

era of Crüe mania- This 

photo is a total gem! 

@LeopardxVixen tweeted Glamour Pill 

Magazine some amazing support this 

month “Support from Poland. :) 

@GlamourPill #GlamourPill #glam #rock” 

and also commented “the magazine unites 

glam fans around the world and is a 

salvation for fans of true music. :D” Thank 

you so much, we really appreciate the 

support…YOU ROCK! 



Tour Info 

This month, rockin’ it out on the road….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USA 

 

Michael Sweet (Stryper) 

Dec 19 2014-Plymouth – MA -Spire Center for 

Performing Arts 

www.michaelsweet.com/tour 

Foreigner  

Dec 12 Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort Mt. 

Pleasant, MI 

Dec 31 Red Wing, MNTreasure Island Events 

Center 

(More dates available online) 

www.foreigneronline.com/tourdates.html 

Steven Pearcy 

…with Faster Pussycat and L. A. Guns, 

Warehouse Live, Houston, TX, US Sunday 23 

November 2014  

(More dates available online) 

www.stephen-pearcy.com/tour 

Finland 

Reckless Love 

Dec 20th Halfmoon Nightclub 

Rovaniemi, Finland  

 Dec 30th Helldone Festival   Helsinki, 

Finland 

www.recklesslove.com 

 

UK 

Reckless Love 

Dec 4th - O2 Academy 2 - Newcastle- 

United Kingdom  

Dec 5th – Cathouse- Glasgow- United 

Kingdom  

Dec 6th- Rock City-   Nottingham- 

United Kingdom 

(More dates available online)  

www.recklesslove.com 

 

Germany 

Skid Row 

Backstage Werk in Munchen, Germany 

Thursday, 20 November 

Alte Seilerei in Mannheim, Germany 

Friday, 21 November 

(More dates available online) 

www.skidrow.com/tour-dates 

Want Tour Dates for your 

country? 

Tweet us @GlamourPill 

and tell us where you’re 

from and what bands you 

wanna see!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vote! 
Last month’s WINNERS! 

Battle of the Terror Twins- Tommy Lee & Nikki 

Sixx #TommyNikki win by 99% against Def 

Leppard guitar duo Phil Collen & Steve Clarke! 



 

This Month!  

Battle of the Blonde Bad Boys! 

Blondes have more fun? These two bleach haired rockers certainly did! C.C 

Deville and Vince Neil, two of the biggest players and Sunset Strip studs of 

the 80’s, both big hits with the ladies with their dashing good looks, Rock 

star status and not least of all banging blonde hair do’s. They roamed the 

strip like Kings; the guys wanted to be them, the girls wanted to be with 

them. Which blonde bombshell hottie gets your vote this month for stud 

status? 

VS 

How to vote Tweet @GlamourPill #CCDeville or 

#VinceNeil. Results will be revealed in next month’s 

issue and there will be a new Glam Metal head to 

head poll! Get voting!  


